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How did people create and live in their own worlds in early medieval Ireland? What did they actually do? And to what end did they do it? This book investigates and reconstructs from archaeological evidence how early medieval Irish people lived together as social groups, worked the land as farmers, worshipped God, made and used objects and buried their dead around them. It uses evidence from excavations conducted between 1930 and 2012 to explore how people used their landscapes, dwellings and material culture to effect and negotiate social, ideological and economic continuities and changes during the period AD 400-1100.

This book is also available on JSTOR. For more information, institutions can visit Books at JSTOR or contact participation@jstor.org.

You can buy the e-book here.
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Related News & Events
Archaeology Research Excavation Grant - Closing 26 Nov

Last chance to apply for ‘Archaeological Research Excavations’, closing Monday 26 November at 5pm

GRANTS AND AWARDS, ARCHAEOLOGY RESEARCH EXCAVATION GRANT
Irish Historic Towns Atlas collaborate with the Heritage Council and Dublin Festival of History

The collaboration between the Irish Historic Towns Atlas (IHTA) and the Heritage Council was celebrated this week with the launch of the IHTA Layer on HeritageMaps.ie and the Digital Atlas of Fethard as well as participating in the Dublin Festival of History.

IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS
Jacinta Prunty on the ‘town in the nineteenth century’

To complement the Irish Historic Towns Atlas Online series we are producing short essays by experts on particular town types.

IRISH HISTORIC TOWNS ATLAS

You might also like
Introduction: Early medieval settlement archaeology utterly dominates the record of excavations in Ireland, including settlement enclosures, complexes, landscapes and ecclesiastical sites. For this reason, the INSTAR-funded Early Medieval Archaeology Project (EMAP) focused its research in 2009-2010, on dwellings and settlements (having previously provided a review of all early medieval archaeological excavations in Ireland). In 2009, EMAP first prepared a gazetteer of what we would regard as Ireland's key early medieval settlements and dwelling excavations, largely based on a detailed review o